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Product Model: 

This installation instruction is suitable for LED up lights EIR2NF-02ET、EIS2NF-02ET、EIR2SF-04ET、EIS2SF-04ET、

EIR4NF-02ET、EIS4NF-02ET、EIR4SF-04ET、EIS4SF-04ET. 

Installation statement：  

   1. Read all instructions before installing. 

   2. System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician. 

   3. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock and injuries to persons,  

turn off power at main switch before installing or modifying the system. 

   4. Retain instructions for future maintenance reference. 

Ground installation: 

1. Firstly, in the position of preparing to install the l luminaries corresponding model of the l luminaries as shown in 

As in ①Cutout show，Cutout depth≥120mm，Diameter dimensions are shown in Table 1. 

Note：●In order to ensure the stability and reliability of luminaire installation, the opening of luminaries must be 

made of hard material. 

      ●The luminaire has waterproof function, but considering that water accumulation will affect the stability of 

wires and wiring, it is suggested to add drainage holes to the installation holes. 

As shown in.②, lighting lead is connected with 12VDC power supply wire, pay attention to the waterproof 

treatment of wire connection; 

2. As shown in③shown, the luminaire is pushed into the hole,  flatten the flanging  to the surface of the 

luminaries. 

3. As shown in④Cleaning the surface of luminaire outlet. 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 Embedded installation: 

1. Firstly, in the position of preparing to install the l luminaries corresponding model of the l luminaries as shown in

①Cutout Diameter dimensions are shown in Table 1； 

2. Note: In order to ensure the stability and reliability of luminaire installation, the opening of luminaries must be 

made of hard material. 

3. As shown in②,the luminaire lead is connected to the 12VDC power supply line; 

4. As shown in③the luminaries is pushed into the hole, flatten the flanging  to the surface of the luminaries. 

5. As shown in④Cleaning the surface of luminaire outlet. 

 

 

 

Fig 1      

Fig 2    
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PVC pipe installation: 

1. Pre-embedded 120mm long  PVC pipe in the luminaries installation position, fixed with concrete (Fig. 3), PVC 

pipe size reference table 2; 

2. Connect the luminaire lead with the 12VDC lead in the PVC pipe (Fig. 4); 

3. Spread sealant on O-ring of luminaires evenly. 

4. Install the luminaire into the PVC pipe，flatten the flanging  to the surface of the luminaries（Fig.5）; 

5. Cleaning the surface of luminaire outlet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Luminaries model cutout￠A 

EIR2NF-02ET/EIS2NF-02ET ￠35mm 

EIR2SF-04ET/EIS2SF-04ET ￠57mm 

Luminaries 

model 

Inner diameter of 

PVC tube ￠D 

EIR4NF-02ET 

EIS4NF-02ET 
￠24.3mm±0.3mm 

EIR4SF-04ET 

EIS4SF-04ET 
￠48.5mm±0.3mm 

Fig 3    

Fig 5   

Fig 6    

Table 2    
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Dismantling maintenance: 

When the luminaire needs to be repaired and disassembled, please refer to the Fig7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wiring instructions 

Refer to Fig. 8 for Wiring  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference Table 3 for the Number of Transformers, Line Diameters and luminaries. 

No. 
Transformers 

Power（W） 

Wire diameter

（mm
2
） 

Wire length

（m） 

Suggested number of luminaries （Pcs） 

Luminaries 

power 5W 
Luminaries power 2W 

1 100 1.0 50 10 21 

2 100 1.0 40 11 23 

3 100 1.0 30 12 25 

4 100 1.0 20 13 28 

5 100 1.0 10 14 30 

 

Note: ●The midline diameter of the meter is the output terminal diameter of the transformer. 

●The wires in the meter are standard copper conductors. 

●The load capacity of transformer is 100% in the table. If the load capacity decreases, it will be adjusted 

proportionally. 

      ●The calculating method of connection number of luminaries in the table shows that if the power of transformer 

is changed to 200W, the number of luminaries should be increased  accordingly. In order to ensure that the 

current carrying capacity of the conductor is not overloaded, the diameter of the conductor must be increased 

according to the corresponding proportion. 

Fig 7     

Table 3      

Fig 8    


